Welcome to ChinaVine

Our Mission

ChinaVine’s mission is to educate English-speaking children, youth, and adults about the material and intangible culture of China. Our first efforts focus on Shandong Province and Beijing. The primary means through which the mission is achieved is through this interactive website, conceptualized by representatives from CHA (students and faculty coming from various UCF departments), CCACP, and FAI. Each partnering organization has contributed text, still images, and video. The design, implementation, and hosting of ChinaVine is facilitated by UCF.
Dough Figures: Liang Xiucai

Liang Xiucai works in tandem with his wife to make several dough figures at once. They go through an intricate process of steaming and drying the dough before painting it and letting it dry again. It all begins with a simple dough from wheat flour and water.
Participate

Contribute to Chinavine online
Second test.
Author: dave

C-Vine Updates: News and Events
Latest report from CVTeam.
I have the latest information from the CVTeam.
Author: cvteam

Games, Stories and Learning Resources

Games & Stories

Learning Resources
- Learning Resource One
- Learning Resource Two
- Learning Resource Three
- Learning Resource Four

ChinaVine on the Web
Visit ChinaVine on these sites:
Facebook
Flickr
Vimeo
YouTube
SoundCloud

ChinaVine on Twitter
chinavine: RT @emidobz: RT @chinavine Chinese artist Sun Xun infuses traditional Chinese calligraphy techniques with new media: check it out: http...